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100 years 
of knowledge

More than
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The charm and versatility Alpino Camping tents bring is 
still unique for the market. In the early 90s, we stopped 
making these timeless tents after decades of serving 
adventurers from the Himalayas to the Paris-Dakar rally, 
to the mundane. Some of these tents today still come back 
for minor repairs. A well-cared-for Alpino tent can last for 
generations. 

Our tents were once considered to be lightweight. Being 
made from cotton, our tents are not to today's standards for 
lightweight anymore. Understanding many campers are 
not back-carrying their tent for long distances, we don’t 
care. Today we go all-in for the dependability of our unique 
designs and the comfortable, more natural, breathable feel, 
in a compact package. 

Timeless charm, in a choice of 4 colors.

Seagrass Crushed 
Berry

Smoked 
Oak

Saffron



The start 
in 1903

1922 – Etablissements Heddebaut created by Emile Heddebaut in Renaix

1931 – Fernand Heddebaut leading  
the company Etablissements Heddebaut
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1959 – First edition of the Renaix Expo 

A story of many generations

Alpino’s story begins early in the 20th 
century, when farrier Emile Heddebaut 
buys the patent for the production of the 
Cuiraline oil, used to maintain leather. He 
creates ‘Etablissements Heddebaut’ and 
moves to Chaussée de Leuze in Renaix, 
the same place where Alpino’s stitching 
workshop is still located today.

Alpino is a story of generations. After Emile 
came Fernand and later André Heddebaut 

In the late 1950’s, in the heart of Belgium 

place. André Heddebaut had produced a 
handful of camping tents and participates to 
the Renaix Expo. And so Alpino was born.
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60 years of tent production

After the Second World War, the free spirit of 
the 1960s made camping more popular than 
ever before. After the success of the Renaix 
Expo in 1959, Alpino creates a complete 
camping division. 

Over years, Alpino proves to be a leading 
actor in tent design and production. Besides 
the successful launches of the camping
tent models, Alpino also produces tents for 
various expeditions heading to the most 
remote and demanding environments 
around the world. 

Partnering with scout 
organisations

In 1959, just before the holidays an unfortunate
mishap struck the local scouting troupe, and 
they lost their tents to a fire. Alpino stepped in 
and produced a dozen of scouting tents.
The summer camp took place. Ever since, Alpino 
is a trusted partner organisation for scouts and 
youth organisations accross the region.

manufacturer

1980 – Nadette in North Cape in NorwayAlpino camping equipment 

Scouts patrol tent
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Withstanding all conditions

From the heat of the Sahara desert to various 
North Pole expeditions. From Patagonia to 
Nevada. Alpino supplied tents and equipment 
for researchers and explorers across the world. 
With these extreme conditions and thanks to
honest feedback we were able to consistently 
improve the design of our tents.

1980 – Expedition in the Sahara in Morocco

Mountain expedition at 6200m with Alpino Laponia Tent

Paris-Dakar Cycling Expedition

H
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Unwavering passion for tents

Craftmanship

We still design and repair your tents in our workshop in Renaix.

Local and sustainable

We designed our products from the ground 
up, and selectively chose materials which 
last for years. However, if you happen to 
encounter an issue: a tear, a seam that is 
loose, a zipper that is broken – we can repair 
it in our original stitching workshop in Renaix. 
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From the earliest days of our camping tent 
production, Alpino has relentlessly improved 
the tent designs to make them more durable, 
more reliable and a better fit for whatever
conditions they are thrown into. We select the 
best materials, apply our collective decades of 
experience in tent design, and then continually 
test and improve. Our goal: crafting exceptional 
camping tents that meet your expectations. 
And ours.



Part of the  
World of Tents Group

Alpino is a Brand from World of Tents, the 
mother brand of six dynamic tent labels. 
The company combines over a century 
of collective experience in the design and 
manufacture of scouting and disaster relief 
tents with some of the most exciting new 
brands in glamping, camping, and temporary 
shelters for major events.

www.worldoftents.group

Our cotton fabric is treated for water repellency, colour fastness 
and mildew resistance.

Tent design anno 2023. Times have changed and so did the way we work today. But we stay 
faithful to our heritage.
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Ready to plan new 
camping expeditions?
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We bring back  
the camping feeling 

Nostalgia sometimes brings out beautiful 
things. We bring four of our original tent 
designs back to life. Modernized, refined, 
and improved to match today’s standards 
while preserving their authentic look and 
long-lastingness.

You go camping the way you like!
Because these four tents, Everest, Hoggar, 
Kangourou and Nadette can be set up in a 
variety of ways. Discover and explore!  

Multifunctional 

 

designs
 

 

Alpino Camping

Hoggar

Everest

1 - 2 pers.

2 - 3 pers.

3 - 4 pers.

2 - 3 pers.

Kangourou

Nadette
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Seagrass Crushed 
Berry

Smoked 
Oak

Saffron
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Himalaya, 1976 



Everest Est. 1968
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EVEREST

1 - 2 pers.
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We created the Everest tent in the late 
60s, in response to the demands of our 
beloved Belgian mountaineers.  The tent's 
groundsheet and mud flaps are made of 
robust and dependable PVC material that 
is resistant to rough pitch areas.

While capable at the summit, Everest is 
equally at home at the base of the 
mountain or in a warmer climate. Everest 
features both a front and back entry, both 
with mosquito netting, so you can enjoy 
easy access and perfect ventilation.    



Coverable mosquito mesh 
door in front and back 
for optimal ventilation 

Strong guylines 
& guyrunners 

 

Outer tent reversed 

Everest
a closer look

360° protective 
mudskirt
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Porch area used
as windscreen

Porch area 
used as roof

Inner tent hangs in the outer tent 
with a toggle system for a double 
fast setup & more inner tent room

Dependable PVC groundsheet



 

 
  

 

EVEREST

75
125

205 8055

90 125140

75
125

200 8055

90 125140

1 - 2 pers.

7
kg
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Inner tent: 140 gsm cotton
Outer tent: 220 gsm cotton

Groundsheet & mudflaps: 260 gsm PVC
Frame: 19mm Anodised aluminium 

All cotton fabrics are extensively treated and tested for 
watertightness, mildew resistance and color fastness.

~ 53 cm x 25 cm

Tough elastics

Robust anodised aluminium 
poles on the outside of the 
inner tent for easy setup

Seagrass Crushed 
Berry

Smoked 
Oak

Saffron

Closable ventilation opening



HOGGAR
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©
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t
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Hoggar Est. 1970



The Hoggar design is inspired by the early 
Hoggar, which won the prestige signe d’or 
award. Through the years, Hoggar has 
been our most popular tent. Named after 
one of the most inhospitable mountain 
ranges, somewhere amid the Sahara.

Hoggar is the perfect camping tent for all 
weather conditions. At the front, the tent 
has a large porch area with a coverable 
transparent window, easily letting light into 
your tent. The Velcro-attached front tent 
can be used as a windbreak or can be 
closed to provide a shaded and protected 
storage area. Both front and back doors 
have mosquito netting for optimal 
ventilation.

2 - 3 pers.

HOGGAR
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Hoggar
a closer look

Puncture and tear 
resistant bathtub 

groundsheet
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Outer tent reversed

Without front tent

Standard setup

Inner tent hangs in the outer tent 
with toggle system for double fast 

setup & more inner tent room

Coverable mosquito mesh 
door in front and back 
for optimal ventilation 

Strong guylines 
& guyrunners



 

 
  

 

2 - 3 pers.

8,5
kg

Inner tent: 140 gsm cotton
Outer tent: 220 gsm cotton

Groundsheet & mudflaps: 260 gsm PVC
Frame: 19mm Anodised aluminium 

All cotton fabrics are extensively treated and tested for 
watertightness, mildew resistance and color fastness.

~ 66 cm x 27 cm

100
160

200 10080

140 180

100
160

200 10080

140 180

HOGGAR

Coverable 
transparent 

windows 
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Seagrass Crushed 
Berry

Smoked 
Oak

Saffron

Tough & replacable elastics

Closable ventilation opening



KANGOUROU
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Our expedition 
basecamp
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Kangourou
Est. 1980
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KANGOUROU

3 - 4 pers.
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Light enough for canoeing, heavy enough for 
life. Small enough for a starting couple, big 
enough for a growing family.

Our beloved Kangourou was designed in 1980 
to provide our ‘expeditionaires’ in the mines 
around Congo with a robust and comfortable 
place to stay for longer periods of time.  



Kangourou
a closer look

Strong guylines &
guyrunners

ALPINO CAMPING30 KANGOUROU

Robust  
anodised 

aluminium  
poles

 

Optional awning

Standard mode

Inner tent only



Closable ventilation opening

Tough elastics

Puncture and tear 
resistant bathtub 

groundsheet

KANGOUROU
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150 190

200 15080

290240

150 190

200 10080

290240

 

 
 

  

3 - 4 pers.

13
kg

Inner tent: 140 gsm cotton
Outer tent: 220 gsm cotton

Groundsheet & mudflaps: 260 gsm PVC
Frame: 19mm Anodised aluminium 

All cotton fabrics are extensively treated and tested for 
watertightness, mildew resistance and color fastness.

~ 87 cm x 30 cm

Seagrass Crushed 
Berry

Smoked 
Oak

Saffron



NADETTE
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Nadette Est. 1969
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2 - 3 pers.

We designed Nadette in 1969 for what was at 
that time the new and rapidly increasing number 
of motorized travellers. 

Today, Nadette remains your ideal road-trip 
partner. Fast and easy to pitch, large enough for 
comfort. Nadettes redesigned face makes us 
happy. More view and ventilation from the bed, 
more versatility. Still the elegant vintage look.

When the weather allows, you can even pitch 
Nadette without stakes. Ideal to crash after a 
long day. 

NADETTE
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a closer look

Nadette

Fully openable front

Freestanding

Without outer tent
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360° protective 
mudskirt 

Robust freestanding frame for 
easy pegless setup

 

Tough elastics

Strong guylines &
guyrunners



NADETTE
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2 - 3 pers.

24
kg

Inner tent: 140 gsm cotton
Outer tent: 220 gsm cotton

Groundsheet & mudflaps: 260 gsm PVC
Frame: 25mm selfstanding steel frame

Awning poles: 19mm anodised aluminium

All cotton fabrics are extensively treated and tested for 
watertightness, mildew resistance and color fastness.

~ 68 cm x 28 cm
14 kg

~ 85 cm x 10 cm x 30 cm
10 kg

Dependable PVC groundsheet,
pitchable on any surface

188

188

285

188166

188

188

285

188166

tent frame

All meshes and ventilation 
openings are all closable from the inside

Seagrass Crushed 
Berry

Smoked 
Oak

Saffron



Mail us: 
Stay in touch to see more of our collections

shop@alpino.be
Call us: +32 55 23 24 24

www.alpino.be
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www.alpino.be

Alpino is a Brand  
from World of Tents
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